To investigate the heritability of personality traits related to brain regions by recruiting a group of healthy mothers with their daughters. Methods: Twenty-two right handed mother-daughter pairs who gave their informed consents were included in this study. All of the participants were screened with non-patient Turkish version of Structured Clinical Interview for DSM IV (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders) to rule out any current and past psychiatric disorder. The volunteers filled the TCI (Temperament and Character Inventory) and underwent MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) for brain imaging in consecutive days. The MRI scans of the participants were obtained during their follicular phase to control menstrual effect on brain volume. Image analysis was performed using SPM 8 software (Statistical Parametric Mapping) running in MATLAB 7. Image processing was based on the VBM-DARTEL (Voxel Based Morphometry) method. Age and total brain volume were included as confounding factors. To obtain common brain structures correlated with personality traits in both groups, group x personality dimension interaction analyses were performed. Results: The daughters had higher education years and they scored significantly higher NS (Novelty Seeking) points compared to their mothers. The correlation analyses revealed that HA (Harm Avoidance) in temperamental traits, SD (Self-Directedness) and ST (Self-Transcendence) in character traits were correlated significantly within mother-daughter pairs. The common brain structures which were significantly interacted in different personality traits were: Harm Avoidance: Positively interacted areas were right orbitofrontal cortex (BA 10) and left occipital cortex (BA 19), negatively interacted areas were left inferior frontal lobe (BA 45), left primary sensory cortex (BA 1), right amygdala, hypothalamus and cerebellum. Novelty Seeking: Positively interacted areas were left primary sensory cortex (BA 1) and the pole of left temporal lobe (BA 20). There was no negative interaction. Reward Dependence: There was only positively interacted areas which were left frontal lobe (BA 6, 8) , right primary sensory area extended to motor areas (BA 3, 4), the pole of left temporal lobe (BA 20), the left inferior (BA 44) and the right middle frontal gyrus (BA 46). Persistence: There was only positively interacted areas which were bilateral ventral striatum and bilateral superior frontal gyrus at BA 6. Self-Directedness: There were only negative associations at the bilateral middle frontal gyrus (BA 6), right inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44), right precentral gyrus (BA 9) and posterior cingulate cortex. Cooperativeness: There was only one negative correlation at left superior temporal gyrus (BA 21). Self-Transcendence: There were only negative interactions at superior temporal gyrus (BA 22) bilaterally, left orbitofrontal cortex (BA 10) and right fusiform gyrus (BA 37). Conclusion: Despite of the limitations, the effect of inheritance related with different personality traits was shown on multiple candidate brain regions in this study. The overlapped brain regions with various personality traits suggest the involvement of these regions in different neural networks by multitasking.
INTRODUCTION
The researchers in the field of behavioral sciences spent extensive effort to understand the personality related neurobiological systems 1 . Based on that effort, Cloninger proposed a psychobiological model, which defined four temperament and three character dimensions 2 . The temperament dimensions were harm avoidance (HA), novelty seeking (NS), reward dependence (RD) and persistence (P). The three character dimensions were described as selfdirectedness (SD), cooperativeness (C) and selftranscendence (ST). The variations in each dimension were supposed to be associated with monoaminergic activity 3 : for example low basal dopaminergic activity might be associated with reduced NS, low serotonergic activity might lead to high HA behavior, and RD with low basal noradrenergic activity 4 . It was further proposed that the temperamental dimensions were genetically transmitted and stable during lifetime. On the other hand, it was suggested that the character traits -different from temperamental traits-were mainly shaped with social and environmental effects 2 . However, later studies showed that the character traits were also genetically inherited at least as temperamental traits did 5, 6 . The best evidences came from the twin studies which demonstrated that additive genetic effects accounted for 27 to 44% of the variances in character traits 5, 6 . In support of this idea, the association studies reported statistically significant genetic effect on the character traits in healthy people 7 . Most of these association studies were done with the genetic polymorphisms related to the neurotransmitter systems as proposed by Cloninger et al. 8, 9 . The relationships between brain anatomy and biological character traits have been studied with morphological imaging methods based on the assumption that brain structure is associated with function [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Although these studies give evidence about which regions might be related to temperament and character traits, they are short of information about which of those regions are under the genetic influence inherited from parents to off-spring. In addition to this, it is also important to keep in mind that maternal parenting behavior has very complex and important effects on infant's personality. The biological bases of these effects related with monoaminergic systems, neuroendocrinological pathways, neuroanatomical correlates have been d e m o n s t r a t e d r e c e n t l y 1 5 . To e x p l o r e neuroanatomic correlates involved in the complex interaction between mother-infant on one's personality requires an enormous effort. However, this is almost impossible in countries with poor registry system like our country. Therefore, with a novel approach, we planned to investigate the heritability of personality traits related to brain regions by recruiting a group of healthy mothers with their daughters. In order to minimalize environmental affects, we included only the daughters who do not share a common environment like a common house. Indeed, a recent twin study showed that common environment effect was negligible on the inheritance of personality traits 16 . It is expected that common regions that were correlated with certain personality trait in both groups emphasized the gene effect. The present study was designed to explore the common anatomical variances associated with personality traits measured by the Turkish TCI in a sample of mothers and their young adult daughters using the technique of voxel-based correlation.
METHODS

Participants
The present study was performed in Izmir Ege University Faculty of Medicine, Department of Psychiatry between September 2011 and February 2013. All of the participants were recruited by local advertisements and verbal invitation. Fifty mother-daughter pair were scanned with nonpatient Turkish version of Structured Clinical Interview for DSM IV to rule out any current and past psychiatric disorder 17, 18 . Twenty-two mother-daughter pairs who agreed to fill the TCI and met the inclusion and exclusion criteria participated in this study. The participation criteria were determined as being between the age of 35 and 55 for mothers and 18 and 25 for daughters and not having any axis I disorder or medically unstable illness. The exclusion criteria were defined as having current or past psychiatric disease, having a first degree relative with bipolar or psychotic disorders, having a history of significant head injury, having unstable medical illness like hypertension or diabetes mellitus. All participants were screened by commercially available pregnancy tests to rule out pregnancy risk. The MRI scans were obtained, with the best guess, during their follicular phase in 3-10 days after menstruation to exclude the hormonal effects of the menstrual cycle on the brain morphology 19 . All the participants gave their written informed consent before the procedures. The Ethic Committee of Ege University School of Medicine, Izmir approved the study and we followed the guidelines in the declaration of Helsinki (2004).
All participants filled TCI on the same day before or after the MRI scan.
Measures
Temperament and Character Inventory (TCI):
TCI was designed by Cloninger et al. in the light of psychobiological model 2 . Personality was observed with two major components which were t e m p e r a m e n t a n d c h a r a c t e r i n T C I . Temperamental dimensions are defined as harm avoidance (HA), novelty seeking (NS), reward dependence (RD) and persistence (P). The three character dimensions are self-directedness (SD), cooperativeness (C) and self-transcendence (ST). TCI is a self-report test including 240 items with true/false choices and it was validated for Turkish people 20 . Turkish normative data of TCI has been reported by Kose et al. 21 .
Beck Depression Inventory (BDI):
A selfreport Likert-type scale with 21 statements which was developed by Beck in 1961 22 . Each statement has four items ranging from 0 to 3 points which means someone gets between 0 to 63 points totally from the test. Turkish reliability and validation study for BDI was performed and 17 points was determined as cut-off score for Turkish society in the same study 23 . (Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA). All the steps for data processing were followed as described previously in Ashburner & Friston 24 . Briefly, the anatomical images were first reoriented so that the millimeter coordinate of the anterior commissure matched the origin (0, 0, 0), and the orientation approximated Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space. Then, T1-weighted images were segmented and classified into GM, white matter (WM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) using the 'new-segment' option implemented in SPM 8, which gives both the native space versions and DARTEL imported versions of the tissues. The DARTEL imported versions of GM and WM were used to generate the flow fields (which encode the shapes) and a series of template images by running 'DARTEL (create templates)' option. During this step, DARTEL increases the accuracy of inter-subject alignment by modeling the shape of each brain using millions of parameters (three parameters for each voxel). DARTEL works by aligning GM among the images, at the same time as aligning WM. This is achieved by generating increasingly crisp mean template data, to which the data are iteratively aligned. Finally, the flow fields and the final template image created in the previous step are used to generate smoothed (8-mm full width at half maximum), modulated, spatially normalized and Jacobian scaled GM and WM images resliced to 1.5 × 1.5 × 1.5 mm voxel size, in MNI space by running the 'normalize to MNI space' option. Total GM volume, WM volume, CSF volume were calculated using a MATLAB script.
State
Statistical Analyses
The socio-demographic variables were compared with t test except BDI which were compared by Mann Whitney U test as the data was not normally distributed. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to test the normal distributions of demographic and clinical data. The alpha value was accepted as smaller than 0.05 for statistical significance.
For VBM data, statistical analyses were done with multiple linear regression algorithms by using general linear model with an absolute mask threshold set at 0.1. All the predictor entered as explored and each predictor defined as contrast in Y=b0+b1x1+….+e1. Age and total brain volume were included as confounding factors. We did group x temperament interaction to obtain common brain structures in both groups. P value <0.001 at voxel level with cluster extent threshold of 30 voxels (approximately 100 mm 3 ) was accepted as significance. The cluster position in the MNI space obtained in SPM 8 was transformed into Talairach space coordinates using the MATLAB script mni2tal (http://eeg.sourceforge. net/mri-doc/mri_toolbox/mni2tal.html). These Talairach coordinates were entered in the Talairach Client (v2.4) database (http://www. t a l a i r a c h . o r g / c l i e n t . h t m l ) t o f i n d t h e corresponding Talairach labels.
RESULTS
Socio-demographic Variables and The Correlation of Temperamental and Character Traits
All the socio-demographic variables and the temperamental scores were given in Table 1 . Neither of the subjects has any clinical depression Persistence: The most statistically significant correlation was at the ventral striatum. The other correlated clusters were observed at the bilateral superior frontal gyrus at BA 6 ( Figure 3) .
Self-Directedness: Although there was no positive correlation cluster between mothers and their daughters for SD, there were negative associations at the bilateral middle frontal gyrus at BA 6. The other regions were right inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44), right precentral gyrus (BA 9) and posterior cingulate cortex (Figure 4) .
Cooperativeness: We observed only one negative correlation in the cluster at the left superior temporal gyrus (BA 21)
Self-Transcendence: There were only negative correlation at the superior temporal gyrus (BA 22) bilaterally, left orbitofrontal cortex (BA 10) and right fusiform gyrus (BA 37) ( Figure 5 ). 
DISCUSSION
In the present study, we found several common correlations between mother-daughter pairs' personality traits and brain regions which were supposed to be genetic reflections of personality on brain anatomy ( Table 2) . Some of these common brain regions were interacting with different personality traits, so their correlations with different personality traits were discussed under the same paragraph.
Accumulated data suggested that the brain was a plastic organ, which had a capability to change its structure, and its morphological structure was closely correlated with its functionality. The structural variations of the brain depended on the number of factors, including genes, environment and their interaction [26] [27] [28] [29] . Recent studies suggested that temperament and character traits might be associated with the morphology and function of specific structures or the network composed by these structures [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . However, neither of those studies could show which of those morphological variations inherited from their predecessors. In this study, we investigated the correlated brain areas of healthy mothers and their daughters associated with temperamental and character traits of TCI developed by Cloninger et al.
It was intended to understand the genetic imprinting's of personality on brain between mother-daughter pairs in this study. We supposed that the complexity of inheritance related with p e r s o n a l i t y t r a i t s r e s u l t i n g o n l y o n e temperamental (HA) and two character traits (SD and ST) scores showed a positive correlation between mothers and daughters. Therefore, the behavioral effect of inheritance in other temperament and character traits was limited. Despite that, we observed interacting areas between the groups for every trait.
Harm avoidance was related to behavioral inhibition and subjects who had high scores on HA describe themselves as fearful, pessimistic and shy, and they have a tendency to respond intensely to the signals of aversive stimuli. Neuroimaging studies showed that aversive stimuli were processed and evaluated by a network composed by amygdala, cingulate cortex and orbitofrontal cortex 30 and furthermore, it was shown that this network was associated with HA trait [31] [32] [33] . Our findings of positive correlation with orbitofrontal cortex and negative correlation with right amygdala support the previous imaging findings and suggest that this network is morphologically inherited. It was recently reported by a twin study that the thickness of medial orbitofrontal cortex was involved in the inheritance of negative emotionality 16 . We observed that left occipital cortex was positively correlated with HA scores. It was reported that the left occipital gyrus was activated while viewing emotional pictures and was suggested that the left occipital cortex functioning as a member of neural network was analysing the emotional visual cues in the social context 34 . In an f-MRI study which was investigating the anticipation of fearful stimuli and behavioral modulation showed that the right orbitofrontal cortex played a role in behavioral flexibility; the left occipital cortex and bilateral cerebellum participated in the anticipation of dangerous stimuli 35 . The connectivity between left occipital cortex and orbitofrontal-amygdala in HA was showed in both f-MRI and Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) studies. It was reported that resting state functional connectivity (rsFC) values correlated statistically significantly positively with HA score between the left amygdala and the left occipital lobe especially in the female subjects 33 . Furthermore, it was revealed that there was a correlation between HA scores and the tracts that connect amygdala-orbitofrontal cortex, bilateral inferior fronto-occipital tracts 31 . Thus, the found association with amygdala, orbitofrontal cortex, left occipital cortex, left inferior frontal gyrus and HA corroborated well with the previous study.
Neuroticism is a biological personality dimension defined by Eysenck 36 . High neuroticism scores make individuals vulnerable to anxiety and depressive disorders like high HA scores and it is suggested that neuroticism and HA have similar neurobiology 37, 38 . Among the studied gene polymorphisms, serotonin transporter gene polymorphism was the most profound gene associated with neuroticism and vast amount of studies suggest that it has statistically significant influence on orbitofrontal cortex, amygdala and inferior frontal lobe structures and their function 39, 40 . There are multiple intersecting regions among different traits. For example; we found that the left post-central gyrus (BA 1) was negatively correlated with HA but positively with NS in our study. A group of SPECT (Single Photon Emission Computer Tomography) studies support our findings. One of them shows a positive correlation between NS and the left post-central gyrus 41 and the other one confirms the negative correlation between the left post-central gyrus and HA 42 . Additional support comes from an f-MRI study indicating that the left post-central gyrus statistically significantly more activated in an emotional speech than neutral speech task was correlated statistically significantly positively with neuroticism 43 . The intersection of the correlation with different personality traits in the same brain regions might be related to multitasking or involving in different neural networks. The overlapping of brain regions might be explained also with the interaction of the genetic variance between the personality traits 5 . It was revealed that the left post-central gyrus participated not only in motor processing part of neural network in cognitive flexibility but also in perspective taking in social situations [44] [45] [46] . The negative correlation between HA and the left post-central gyrus supports behavioral inhibition, the positive correlation between NS and the same region supports exploration desire according to cognitive flexibility. On the other hand, within the context of the role of left post-central gyrus in successful perspective taking 47 we propose that the impairment in successful perspective taking might disrupt one's social perception related to high scores in HA.
The other overlapping region was the left inferior temporal gyrus (BA 20) . It was positively correlated with both NS and RD. Its association with RD was reported before in A PET (Positron Emission Tomography) study 48 . Because of its contiguity to temporal pole (BA 38), this region is accepted as a part of the anterior temporal lobe (ATL). It was suggested that, ATL participated mainly in three functions; semantic processing, social-emotional regulation and recognising unique entities 49 . The left inferior temporal gyrus was activated statistically significantly more than neutral ones in emotionally valenced stimuli and it was involved in cognitive reappraisal [50] [51] [52] [53] . Thus, the left inferior temporal gyrus might function as an adaptor to negative conditions for maintaining hot relationships in RD and for new excitements in NS through cognitive reappraisal.
We found the left superior frontal gyrus (BA 6) showed statistically significant correlations with different personality traits. The left superior frontal gyrus showed a statistically significant positive correlation with RD and the bilateral superior frontal gyri showed a statistically significant positive correlation with P and these areas intersected in midline. Once, the superior frontal gyrus (BA 6) was supposed to be a modulator of motor functions. Later, it was noticed that especially the rostral part of BA 6 have non-motor cognitive functions like processing cues and foreseeing outcomes as part of working memory 54 . The involvement of the bilateral supplementary motor area (SMA-BA 6) in the reward related network as a modulator in different personality traits was indicated in a recent review and supported our data 55 . This idea further supported by a DTI study reporting RD positively correlated with the strength of tracts between the SMA and ventral striatum 56 . The other regions which showed positive correlation with RD were left superior frontal gyrus (BA 8), right middle and left inferior frontal gyri (BA 46-44), right precentral and postcentral gyri (BA 4-3) in our study. High scores in RD require sensitivity in social disciplines. Bilateral superior frontal gyri (BA 6-8) statistically significantly activated in the social rule tasks in line with positive correlations of RD in the present study 57 . High scores in RD results relationship dependency and in consistent with our results the left superior frontal gyrus (BA 8) was participated in the neural structures of forgiveness 58 . Investigators searched the possible effects of other one's opinion about self and inherent traits on social cognition in an f-MRI study 59 . Bilateral central gyri (BA 6) and the left superior frontal gyrus (BA 8) were all involved in social cognition related to the context in line with the positive correlated areas in RD in the present study. The left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44) was involved in social perception and self-referential processing consistent with the positive correlation with RD in the present study 60, 61 . The left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44) and the right middle frontal gyrus (BA 46) were participated in response inhibition which was critical for social harmony 62 . An f-MRI study about the neural correlates of selfreferential processing and episodic memory retrieval revealed that the left superior frontal gyrus (BA 8) and the right pre-central and postcentral gyri (BA 3-4) were functioning in selfreferential task 63 . On the other hand, the right pre-central and post-central gyri (BA 3-4) statistically significantly activated in the memory retrieval task. The neural correlates in both tasks were important in social cognition and consistent with our results in RD. Thus, our results suggested that RD was under control of a large network(s) related to reward, social cognition and selfreferential function of the brain. Our results showed that P was positively interacted at ventral striatum and bilateral premotor cortex (BA 6) in mothers and their daughters. It is known that the ventral striatum modulates motor and cognitive networks to maintain motivation 64 . High persistence scores provide a person to maintain behavior despite the lack of immediate reward. Thus, persons with high P scores can maintain their motivation despite difficulties and this maintenance behavior might be related to inherited ventral striatum structure. This ideas was supported by an f-MRI study showing P scores was correlated statistically significantly positively with activation in the ventral striatum and other neural structures related to reward network and reward related decision making processing including motor parts of the prefrontal cortex 55, 65 . Therefore, our results suggested that ventral striatum and motor related areas were associated with P and inherited from mothers to daughters.
SD was negatively correlated with bilateral middle frontal gyri (BA 6), right pre-central gyrus (BA 8/9), right inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44) and left posterior cingulate gyrus (BA 23) in the present study. People with high SD scores have character traits like high responsibility and goaldirected stability in decision making. In line with our findings, it has been reported that risky decisions and ambiguous behaviors might be related to middle frontal gyrus (BA 6) 66 . It is demonstrated that low SD points indicate high risk for personality disorders in all DSM clusters 67 . Among the personality disorders, borderline personality disorder is the most profound with impulsive behavior without goald i r e c t e d s t a b i l i t y i n d e c i s i o n -m a k i n g . Neuroimaging studies recruiting borderline personality disorder patients showed abnormal brain activity in areas where we found correlation with SD scores. For example, healthy controls deactivated their right superior frontal gyrus (BA 8) whilst reading abandonment scripts differently from borderline patients 68 . Another consistent result with the present study was the involvement of posterior cingulate cortex in emotional regulation related to sensitivity in interpersonal relationships in borderline patients 69 . The left posterior cingulate gyrus was participated in the processing of positive valenced rewards and in the outcome stage 55 . The negative correlation between SD and the left posterior cingulate gyrus could be related to maintaining goal-directed behavior despite the lack of immediate reward stimuli in this study. Healthy controls activated bilateral middle frontal gyri (BA 6) statistically significantly different from borderline patients in self-related negative stimuli in an f-MRI study which supported our results in SD 70 . Additionally the hyper-metabolism of the right inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44) was shown in borderline patients 71 . Being unique which is relevant with high scores in SD was correlated statistically significantly negatively with both right inferior frontal (BA 44) and pre-central gyri (BA 9) in line with our results 72 . We observed the negative correlation and the overlap of the left superior temporal gyrus (BA 21/22) in C and ST. It is demonstrated that agreeableness in Big Five traits correlated statistically significantly positively with C 73 . Consistent with our data, it is reported that agreeableness scores negatively correlates with left superior temporal gyrus in a structural neuroimaging study 74 . Bilateral superior temporal gyri (BA 22), the right fusiform gyrus (BA 37) and the left orbitofrontal cortex (BA 10) were negatively correlated with ST in our study. Cloninger proposed that high scores in ST without high scores in other character traits make persons vulnerable to schizotypal personality disorder 2 . Cloninger's proposal was supported in a study that high scores in ST were correlated positively with the number of criteria in schizotypal p e r s o n a l i t y d i s o r d e r 6 7 . A m o r p h o l o g i c neuroimaging study indicated that people with schizotypal personality disorder had smaller superior temporal gyrus than healthy controls, which is consistent with our study 75 . In another neuroimaging study, the response of the brain to social rejection/acceptance in different levels of schizotypal personality disorder was searched 76 . In line with the negative correlated brain regions in our study in ST, the right superior temporal gyrus (BA 22) and the right middle temporal gyrus (BA 37) in the same cluster activated statistically significantly more in rejection scenes than in neutral scenes. Besides this, the left medial frontal gyrus (BA 10) was statistically significantly more activated in acceptance scenes than in neutral scenes. A recent VBM study in neuroleptic naïve men with schizotypal personality disorder also supported our results which indicated the negative neural correlates in ST 77 . According to this study, negative symptoms in schizotypal personality disorder statistically significantly negatively correlates with left superior temporal gyrus (BA 22), the right fusiform gyrus and left orbitofrontal cortex.
The results of this study indicated that several brain regions might be involved in genetic transference of personality traits. However, sample size of the present study was not large enough to catch precise genetic effect in comparison to related twin studies 78 . Another p r o bl e m a t i c i s s u e w a s a g e d e p e n d e n t developmental changes on personality traits. A large cohort study demonstrated statistically significant changes of personality traits between different age intervals (25 years vs 40 years) especially within the character traits 79 . The developmental effect of age interval on personality traits could be an important confounding factor within the inheritance of personality traits from mothers to daughters. However, our results for genetic transference of harm avoidance might be more robust. Because HA had high percentage of additive genetic ratios and stability to the effects of confounding factors such as age 78, 79 . The present study had some limitations. For example, we could not take the common and especially unique environmental effects on our findings into account. Environmental effects are best studied in mono and dizygotic twins. However, new approaches are progressing towards the samples like the ones we used in our study. Furthermore, we could not specifically calculate additive gene effect. We are aware of the fact that daughters imitate mothers' behavior during their childhood, which might be explained by learning effects. It is proposed that learning effect might be under the control of genes, we cannot clearly separate the learning effect from the innate ones. Although some learning effect weans of with the age, we cannot rule out it in our data. It is also impossible to estimate the effect of mother-sibling interaction on personality traits with the cross-sectional design of the present study. So, it is important to mention that the common correlated brain r e g i o n s i n t h e p r e s e n t s t u d y c o u l d n ' t demonstrate the accurate genetic effects related with personality traits.
CONCLUSION
We searched the neural correlates related to inheritance of personality traits in this study. A correlation analysis revealed overlapped brain regions in different personality dimensions related to different kinds of neural networks like empathy, reward, self-reference. Brain regions' overlapping might be related to the multitasking of different neural networks related to social cognition in different personality traits. Descriptive models of personality are not suitable enough to understand the complex model of the social brain. Because of this, new biological models like RDoC (The Research Diagnostic of Criteria) have been developed 80 . To our knowledge the present study is the first study aimed to study the neural correlates of personality traits related to inheritance within daughter-mother pairs. Despite all the limitations, the common correlated brain regions might indicate the reflections of personality genetics on brain anatomy. In future studies, the specific genetic and environmental effects on personality related networks should be investigated in larger samples.
